
About ME photography: the 
identity of a “Selfie”



Open photoshop

Create a new file

File>new

Print> letter



Copy an 
image



edit> paste



edit> free transform



Scale the image, consider 
your rule of thirds.  



Choose the quick selection tool

Click on and select the background



Once the background is 
selected click on the select 
and mask button





edit> clear 

Or just backspace to 
delete



select> deselect 

Or comand D



Use for image> adjustments (hint try not to use the 
adjustment app above layers )
Try brightness and 
contrast.  You want a 
good amount of 
contrast of dark 
features, this will help 
with clarity in the end.



Turn your portrait black and white

image> adj> 
black and 
white





1)Right click on your layer

2) choose duplicate layer 



Using your own photos or images from the internet, 
pick pictures that give insight or reflect the person.  
Think about symbolism! 

Right click> copy 
image





edit> pate

Edit> free 
transform

Select the 
background 
with the quick 
selection tool



Delete the background

Using transform place your 
first picture somewhere 
around the face

*Hint, try to cleverly leave 
“Holes” around important 
feature like a persons eye.  
Ie don’t cover up



Make sure 
the symbolic 
pasted 
image is 
above the 
face in layers

Right click on 
that layer

Choose 

Create 
clipping 
mask



Now that it 
is inside 
you can still 
play around 
with 
placement 
by using 
transform



Find another 
image to paste in 
that continues 
with your 
narrative and 
gives meaning





Delete the 
background

Place the next image 
above the face in 
layer and then create 
a clipping mask



Play 
around 
with 
placement

Continue to 
fill up your 
image but 
while still 
leaving 
some 
negative 
space 
around 
important 
features



Go find a 
gradient 
background 
that 
compliments 
your pasted 
pics



Paste it in



Drag this layer to the bottom of the clipping 
mask layers





Edit > free 
transform 
to fill the 
space



Now play with 
the colors so 
that the collage 
begins to look 
cohesive.  A 
trick is to pic a 
color and add a 
bit of it to each 
peive





Use the 
brightness and 
contrast





Drag your 
duplicate face 
layer to the 
top!!!! Not 
your clipping 
mask one!!!


















